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Abstract A 3D binary image I can be naturally represented
by a combinatorial-algebraic structure called cubical com-
plex and denoted by Q(I ), whose basic building blocks are
vertices, edges, square faces and cubes. In Gonzalez-Diaz
et al. (Discret Appl Math 183:59–77, 2015), we presented a
method to “locally repair” Q(I ) to obtain a polyhedral com-
plex P(I ) (whose basic building blocks are vertices, edges,
specific polygons and polyhedra), homotopy equivalent to
Q(I ), satisfying that its boundary surface is a 2D manifold.
P(I ) is called a well-composed polyhedral complex over the
picture I . Besides, we developed a new codification sys-
tem for P(I ), encoding geometric information of the cells
of P(I ) under the form of a 3D grayscale image, and the
boundary face relations of the cells of P(I ) under the form
of a set of structuring elements. In this paper, we build upon
(Gonzalez-Diaz et al. 2015) and prove that, to retrieve topo-
logical and geometric information of P(I ), it is enough to
store just one 3D point per polyhedron and hence neither
grayscale image nor set of structuring elements are needed.
From this “minimal” codification of P(I ), we finally present
a method to compute the 2-cells in the boundary surface of
P(I ).
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1 Introduction
Consider Z3 as the set of points with integer coordinates in 3D
space R3. A 3D binary image (also called picture) is a set I =
(Z3, 26, 6, FI ) (or I = (Z3, FI ), for short), where FI ⊂ Z3
is the foreground, FcI = Z3\FI the background, and (26, 6)
is the adjacency relation for the foreground and background,
respectively. A 3D binary image I is well composed [14] if the
boundary surface of its continuous analog is a 2D manifold.
A continuous analog C(I ) of I (see, for example, [13,14])
is constructed by interpreting each point in FI as a unit cube
in R3. If two points in I are adjacent, then the corresponding
cubes in C(I ) are connected. The boundary surface of C(I )
is the set of faces of the cubes that separate C(I ) from its
complement.
Well-composed images enjoy important topological and
geometric properties in such a way that several algorithms
used in computer vision, computer graphics and image
processing are simpler. For example, if the image is well
composed, thinning algorithms do not suffer from the irre-
ducible thickness problem [16] and the digitization process
comes to be topology preserving [17]. The property of well
composedness is also used as an important tool for prov-
ing theoretical results in digital topology [20]. Unfortunately,
natural and synthetic images are not a priori well composed.
There are several “repairing” methods for turning them into
well-composed images, such as, for example, [15,23], but in
those papers, the topology of the object is not preserved.
A different but related viewpoint has been adopted in
several papers on which an isosurface is constructed to rep-
resent the boundary of a digitized object, like in [13,24]. In
this line, marching cubes [18] is a widely used method to
create triangle boundary surfaces from 3D binary images.
That algorithm computes the boundary surface adding trian-
gles by looking at the 8-cube configurations. However, some
holes/cracks can appear when creating the boundary surface
due to ambiguities in some configurations. To obviate these
ambiguities, a novel method called connectivity-consistent
marching cubes was developed in [8]. The resulting surface
correctly reflexes the topology of the original image only if
the adjacency relation is properly chosen. On the other hand,
the extraction of isosurfaces from well-composed images
using the marching cubes algorithm or some octree-based
algorithms can be simplified [22]. In [11], the authors gave a
polyhedral boundary surface whose vertices are border points
of the given 3D binary image, in such a way that adjacent ver-
tices are m-adjacent points, for m = 6, 18, 26. Their method
does not guarantee that the obtained boundary surface is a
2D manifold.
Some other works in the literature extend the notion of
digital well composedness to nD gray-valued images (see,
for example, [2,19]). In [3], a method is proposed that
produces, without any interpolation, well-composed gray-
valued images in nD.
The notion of well composedness was also extended in
[4,5,25] to 3D complete polyhedral complexes K embedded
in R3. This way, K is well composed if the boundary surface
of its geometric realization is a 2D manifold.
In [5], we presented a method to “locally repair” the cubi-
cal complex Q(I ) associated with a voxel-based representa-
tion of a given 3D binary image I , to obtain a well-composed
polyhedral complex P(I ) homotopy equivalent to Q(I ). A
codification system called ExtendedCubeMap (ECM) repre-
sentation of P(I ), was developed in that paper. In the ECM
representation, each cell of P(I ) is “encoded” by a point in
Z
3 which has been assigned a value (the dimension of the
cell) and with a specific neighboring configuration of points
determined by the geometry and the topology of the cell. In
other words, the (geometric) information of the cells of P(I )
is codified under the form of a 3D grayscale image gP and
boundary face relations between the cells of P(I ) are codi-
fied under the form of a set BP of structuring elements (or
templates) that can be stored as indexes in a look-up table.
In [7], we proved that geometric information of the cells
of P(I ) can be encoded just by using a 3D binary image
(no grayscale values are needed). This way, the type of 3D
coordinates codifying each cell, together with information
encoded at its neighbor points, provide both geometry and
the boundary face relations of each cell without the need of
using a set of structuring elements.
In this paper, we go further and prove that it is enough to
store just one 3D point per polyhedron to recover geometric
and topological information of P(I ). This way, the resulting
3D binary image M = (Z3, FM ) encoding P(I ) could be
compressed in order to be more efficiently stored. We also
present an algorithm to compute the 2-cells in the boundary
surface of P(I ).
A naive demo implemented in MATLAB for computing
the minimal encoding M of P(I ) and the ECM represen-
tation and boundary surface of P(I ) directly from M can
be downloaded from [6]. Observe that storing P(I ) as an
image facilitates its computational treatment. For example,
the naive way to store any polyhedral complex is by giving a
list of its cells and boundary matrices in which 1 at position
(i, j) means that cell j lies in the boundary of cell i . This
way, to compute the boundary of a given cell, we have to
deal with huge matrices what is computationally expensive.
Using images, the boundary of a given cell can be obtained
in constant time as it is shown in Procedure 2.
An outline of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, we fit
to cubical complexes context, where the presented ideas are
rather trivial but they are worth it to mention in order to help
the understanding of next section. The bulk of the paper lies
on Sect. 3. In Sect. 3.1, Procedure 1 is recalled, for com-
puting the ECM representation of P(I ). In Sect. 3.2, we
present the main results of the paper including Procedure 3,
designed to compute the minimal encoding of P(I ) in which
just one point per polyhedron of P(I ) is stored, showing that
neither grayscale image, nor set of structuring elements are
needed. To recover geometric and topological information of
P(I ), Procedure 4 is also presented. In Sect. 4, Procedure 5
is developed to detect the 2-cells belonging to the boundary
surface of P(I ). The paper ends up with a section of conclu-
sions and future work, followed by an “Appendix” with the
proofs of the results, which have been moved there for a bet-
ter understanding of the paper. Figure 1 is a general scheme
of the paper showing the relations between the procedures
presented. Finally, Table 1 presents a list of notations used
in the paper.
2 3D Binary Images and Cubical Complexes
In this section, we explain how to associate a cubical complex
Q(I ) to a 3D binary image I . Later, we explain how to encode
Q(I ) by a 3D binary image J . In fact, this section can be
considered as an introduction to Sect. 3 which is the heart of
the paper.
2.1 3D Binary Images Represented by Cubical
Complexes
A unit closed cube with square faces parallel to the coor-
dinate planes, centered at a point p ∈ Z3 is called a voxel.
The 0-faces of a given voxel c are its 8 corners (vertices), its
1-faces are its 12 edges, its 2-faces are its 6 square faces and,
finally, its 3-face is the voxel itself. The continuous analog of
Fig. 1 A global scheme showing the relations between different struc-
tures presented in this paper. The input example is a 3D cubical complex
Q(I ) and consists of two voxels sharing a common vertex. Move right
to see the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) homotopy equiva-
lent to Q(I ). Move down to see Q(I ) and P(I ) encoded as 3D binary
images J and L , respectively. Procedure 1 in p. 10 directly transforms
J to L . Procedure 3 in p. 13 computes a minimal encoding M of P(I )
directly from J . Procedure 4 in p. 13 computes L from M . Finally,
Procedure 5 in p. 14 computes the set FH of 2-cells in the boundary
surface of P(I ) directly from M
a given 3D binary image I = (Z3, FI ), denoted by C(I ), is
the set of voxels centered at the points of FI . The boundary
surface of C(I ) is the set of points in R3 that are shared by the
voxels centered at points of FI and those centered at points
of FcI (see [1,10,21]). In this paper, voxels are re-scaled
with factor 4 (like in [5,7]), so that C(I ) is composed of
size-4 cubes (that will be called, again, voxels) centered at
points 4FI ⊂ 4Z3. Now, the set of voxels of C(I ), together
with all their faces, can be associated with a cubical complex
denoted by Q(I ), whose elements are called cells and whose
geometric realization is exactly C(I ).
Let rσ denote the barycenter of a cell σ ∈ Q(I ). Then,
we have that:
– If σ is a voxel (size-4 cube) then rσ ∈ E3 =
{(4i, 4 j, 4k)}i, j,k∈Z;
– If σ is a size-4 square face then rσ ∈ E2 = {(4i +
2, 4 j, 4k), (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k), (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2)}i, j,k∈Z;
– If σ is a size-4 edge then rσ ∈ E1 = {(4i + 2, 4 j +
2, 4k), (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2), (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k + 2)}i, j,k∈Z;
– If σ is a vertex then rσ ∈ E0 = {(4i + 2, 4 j + 2, 4k +
2)}i, j,k∈Z.
Finally, since the point rσ is unequivocally determined by
the cell σ , we will say that rσ encodes σ .
As we will see in Sect. 3, the reason of re-scaling with
factor 4 is not only to maintain integer coordinates in the
points that encode the cells of Q(I ), but also to maintain
integer coordinates for the points that encode the cells of the
well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over the picture I .
2.2 Cubical Complexes Encoded by 3D Binary Images
In this subsection, we explain how the cubical complex Q(I )
described above can be encoded using a 3D binary image that
will be denoted by J = (Z3, FJ ).
First, let us define the following sets of neighbors of a
point p ∈ Z3:
– N t6(p) = {p+q, q ∈ {(±t, 0, 0), (0,±t, 0), (0, 0,±t}},
– N t12(p) = {p + q, q ∈ {(0,±t,±t), (±t, 0,±t),
(±t,±t, 0)}},
– N t8(p) = {p + q, q ∈ {(±t,±t,±t)}},
– N≤t (p) = {p + q, q ∈ {(x1, x2, x3) ∈ Z3 s.t. |xi | ≤
t, i = 1, 2, 3}}.
For example, N 16 (p) are the 6-neighbors of p and N≤1(p)
is the 3 × 3 × 3 block centered at point p, composed of 27
points in Z3.
Definition 1 A 3D binary image J = (Z3, FJ ) encodes a
given cubical complex Q(I ) if:
– For any cell σ ∈ Q(I ), the barycenter of σ is in FJ .
– For any point p ∈ FJ , p is the barycenter of a cell σ in
Q(I ).
From now on we identify the cells in Q(I ) with the points
in FJ that encode them. This way, when we say “a cell
p ∈ FJ ,” we refer to the cell σ ∈ Q(I ) encoded by such
point p.
In the following remark, we show that we can deduce the
dimension of a given cell p ∈ FJ by looking at its type of
coordinates, and obtain all its faces by looking at its neigh-
boring cells.
Remark 1 [7] A point p ∈ 2Z3 encodes:
– a vertex in Q(I ) iff p ∈ E0 ∩ FJ ;
– an edge in Q(I ) iff p ∈ E1 ∩ FJ ;
– a square face in Q(I ) iff p ∈ E2 ∩ FJ ;
– a voxel in Q(I ) iff p ∈ E3 ∩ FJ .
Table 1 Different notations used throughout the paper
Notation Explanation Section
I = (Z3, FI ) A 3D binary digital image (also called picture) 1
C(I ) Continuous analog of I 1
Q(I ) Cubical complex associated with I 2.1






≤t (p) Different sets of neighbors of p 2.2
J = (Z3, FJ ) 3D binary image encoding all the cells of Q(I ) 2.2
C = (Z3, FC ) A 3D binary image encoding a critical structuring element 2.2
P(I ) The well-composed polyhedral complex over the picture I 3
c, c(v), k(v,w), p(· · · ), h(· · · ) Different polyhedra used to construct P(I ) 3
EP = (gP , BP , h P ) ExtendedCubeMap representation of P(I ) 3.1
S-block S(p) Specific sets of neighbors of p used in the computation of EP 3.1
Oi : i = 0, 1, 2, 3 Subsets of Z3\2Z3 used to encode the i-cells of P(I )\Q(I ) 3.2
L = (Z3, FL ) 3D binary image encoding all the cells of P(I ) 3.2
M = (Z3, FM ) 3D binary image encoding the 3-cells of P(I ) 3.2
E(p), F(p), C(p) Set of corner points of p, being p ∈ E1 a size-4 edge, p ∈ E2 a size-4
square face and p ∈ E3 a size-4 cube, respectively
3.2
∂ P(I ) Boundary surface of P(I ) 4
H = (Z3, FH ) 3D binary image encoding the 2-cells of ∂ P(I ) 4
Table 2 (Color online) (a.1) A voxel c centered at a point p. (a.2) Set
of points encoding c together with all its faces. Color illustrates the type
of coordinate of the point, which provides the dimension of the encoded
cell: blue for 0-cells (i.e., points in E0), red for 1-cells (i.e., points in
E1), green for 2-cells (i.e., points in E2) and black for 3-cells (i.e., points
in E3). (a.3) Relative position of the faces of a voxel. 1 is at position
(0, 0, 0). Given a voxel p, its faces are those p + q, with q a non-null
position in the array. i-Axis in (a.2) corresponds to rows in array (a.3),
j-axis to columns and k-axis to sequence of matrices
Let p ∈ FJ be an -cell of Q(I ) then:
– the set of ( − 1)-faces of p are N 26 (p) ∩ E−1 ∩ FJ if
 ≥ 1;
– the set of ( − 2)-faces of p are N 212(p) ∩ E−2 ∩ FJ if
 ≥ 2;
– and the set of ( − 3)-faces of p are N 28 (p) ∩ E−3 ∩ FJ
if  = 3.
Observe that there exists a bijective correspondence between
voxels of Q(I ) and points p ∈ E3 ∩ FJ .
See Table 2 in which a voxel c (on the left), together with
all its faces, is encoded by a set of points (on the middle).
Colors are used to distinguish dimension of cells. The array
in Table 2a.3 provides the relative position of the faces of
a voxel. That is, given a voxel p, its faces are those p + q,
being q a non-null position in the array.
A vertex in Q(I ) is critical if its neighborhood in the
boundary surface of C(I ) is not a 2D manifold. More gener-
ally, a cell in Q(I ) is critical if it is incident to a critical vertex.
We can find such critical vertices directly in the binary image
J = (Z3, FJ ) by searching for the points p ∈ E0∩FJ around
which a critical structuring element from those in Fig. 2
(module reflections and 90◦ rotation) fits (see [5]). More
specifically, a critical structuring element is a binary image
C = (DC , FC ), defined over certain domain DC ⊂ Z3, com-
posed of backgound points, BC , and foreground points, FC
(that is, DC = BC∪FC ), such that FC contains the coordinate
origin o = (0, 0, 0) (blue point in Fig. 2) and DC is a subset
of points of N 28 (o). The structuring element C = (DC , FC )
is said to fit around a point p ∈ E0 ∩ FJ if for each q ∈ FC ,
p + q ∈ FJ and for each q ∈ DC\FC , p + q ∈ Z3\FJ .
Finally, regarding time and space complexity, suppose I
has n points in its foreground. Then, in the worst case, there
Fig. 2 (Color online) Critical structuring elements (modulo reflec-
tions and 90◦ rotation). These eleven critical structuring elements also
appeared in [5, Fig. 4] and they encode the eleven 8-cube critical con-
figurations around a vertex (in blue)
are 8n points in FJ encoding vertices of Q(I ). For each ver-
tex, we have to see if one of the critical structuring elements
fits. So, the set R ⊂ FJ of critical vertices of Q(I ) can be
obtained in linear time, and the number of points in R is at
most 8n.
3 Well-Composed Polyhedral Complexes Over
Pictures
The subcomplex ∂K of K is constructed as follows: add
an -cell σ ∈ K to ∂K , together with all its faces, if σ is face
of exactly one (+1)-cell of K . A 3D polyhedral complex K
is complete if all its maximal cells have dimension 3. Finally,
K is well composed if it is complete and the geometric real-
ization of ∂K is a 2D manifold. In this case, the geometric
realization of ∂K is the boundary surface of the geometric
realization of K . From now on, if there is no confusion, we
identify the complexes K and ∂K with their geometric
realizations.
In [5], we developed a procedure to get as output a 3D well-
composed polyhedral complex P(I ) homotopy equivalent to
the cubical complex Q(I ) representing an input 3D binary
image I . P(I ) is said to be the well-composed polyhedral
complex over the picture I . The idea under the geometric
construction of P(I ) is to replace each critical vertex v by a
size-2 cube and all the cells (of any dimension) incident to
v by specific polyhedra accordingly, so that all the pieces fit
appropriately. The set S of 27 types of polyhedra used in [5]
to construct P(I ) is described below.
Definition 2 The set S of polyhedra used to construct P(I )
consists of:
(a) The voxel (size-4 cube) c centered at a point in E3. See
Table 2a.1.
(b) The size-2 cube c(v) centered at a point v ∈ 2Z3 with
faces parallel to the coordinate planes. See Table 3b.1.
Let s(v) denote a square face of c(v).
(c) The pyramid k(v,w), determined byv,w ∈ E0, such that
the edge with endpoints v and w (denoted by e(v,w)) is
a size-4 edge and the pyramid has apex w and base the
square face s(v) whose barycenter lies on e(v,w). See
Table 3c.1. Let t (v,w) denote a triangle face of k(v,w).
(d) The polyhedra {p(v, v1, v2, v3)}=1,2,3,4, where v, v1,
v2, v3 ∈ E0, are distinct points forming a size-4 square
face s, being v adjacent to v1 and v2. Besides,
– p1(v, v1, v2, v3) is determined by the edges e(v1, v3)
and e(v2, v3), and the triangle faces t (v, v1) and
t (v, v2), whose barycenters lie inside s. See
Table 3d.1.
– p2(v, v1, v2, v3) is determined by the edge e(v2, v3),
the triangle faces t (v, v2), t (v1, v3), and the square
face s( v+v12 ), whose barycenters lie inside the square
face s. See Table 3e.1.
– p3(v, v1, v2, v3) is determined by the four triangle
faces t (v, v1), t (v, v2), t (v3, v1) and t (v3, v2) whose
barycenters lie inside s. See Table 3f.1.
– p4(v, v1, v2, v3) is determined by the square faces
s( v+v12 ) and s(
v1+v3
2 ), and the triangle faces t (v, v2)
and t (v3, v2), whose barycenters lie inside s. See
Table 3g.1.
Roughly speaking, a regular cell complex X is a collection 
of -dimensional cells glued together by their boundaries 
(faces), in such a way that a non-empty intersection of any 
two cells of X is a cell in X . A regular cell complex is a poly-
hedral complex if its -cells are -polytopes. In particular, a 
cubical complex is a polyhedral complex whose -cells are 
-cubes. If an -cell σ ∈ X lies in the boundary of an ′-cell 
σ ′ ∈ X , being  ≤ ′, then we say that σ is a face of σ ′ and, 
conversely, σ ′ is incident to σ . A cell μ is maximal if it is not 
a face of any other cell σ ∈ X . In this paper, we deal with 
complexes embedded in R3. This way, a 3D polyhedral com-
plex K [12] is a combinatorial structure by which a space is 
decomposed into vertices (0-cells), edges (1-cells), polygons 
(2-cells) and polyhedra (3-cells).
Two 3D polyhedral complexes K and K ′ are homotopy 
equivalent if the geometric realization, |K |, of  K can be con-
tinuously deformed into the geometric realization, |K ′|, of  
K ′. That is, there exist continuous functions f : |K | → |K ′|, 
g : |K ′| → |K |, H : |K | × [0, 1] → |K ′| and H ′ : |K ′| ×  
[0, 1] → |K | such that if x ∈ |K | then H(x, 0) = g f  (x) 
and H(x, 1) = x ; if  x ′ ∈ |K ′| then H(x ′, 0) = f g(x ′) and 
H(x ′, 1) = x ′ (see [9]).
Table 3 (Color online) First column: 7 out of 27 polyhedra used to
construct well-composed polyhedral complexes over pictures. Second
column: Grayscale image corresponding to the ECM representation of
each polyhedron p of the first column (together with all its faces). Third
column: The 3D binary image encoding p together with all its faces.
i-Axis corresponds to rows in the arrays of third column, j-axis to
columns and k-axis to sequence of matrices. Finally, empty entries in
the matrices correspond to ones, which encode other cells. We did not
add them to focus on the points encoding the polyhedron and its faces,
in each case. Finally, observe that 1 encodes the polyhedron p
(e) The 22 hexahedra {h(v1, . . . , v8)}=1,...,22 (where {v1,
. . . , v8} ⊂ E0 are the vertices of a voxel c) and are deter-
mined by a set of vertices {x1, . . . , x8}. Each vertex xi
is either vi or the vertex wi of c(vi ) that lies inside c.
Observe that h1(v1, . . . , v8) (when xi = vi for i =
1, . . . , 8) is the voxel c itself. Similarly, h22(v1, . . . , v8)
(when xi = wi for i = 1, . . . , 8) is the size-2 cube
c( v1+···+v88 ) being
v1+···+v8
8 ∈ E3. All the other possible
vertex combinations lead to the 20 hexahedra shown in
first column of Tables 4 and 5.
Observe that some of the 2-faces of p(v, v1, v2, v3),  =
1, 3, 4, are not planar. To convert p(v, v1, v2, v3),  =
1, 3, 4 into a polyhedron, we replace each non-planar 2-face
by an edge and two triangle faces as shown in Fig. 3. From
now on, we identify p(v, v1, v2, v3),  = 1, 3, 4, with the
polyhedron obtained.
In Fig. 4, a simple example is shown of how the critical
cells of Q(I ) are replaced by some specific polyhedra from
the set S to obtain P(I ).
Table 4 (Color online) First column: List of 10 out of 22 types of
hexahedra h(v1, . . . , v8) described in Definition 2.e. Second column:
Grayscale image corresponding to the ECM representation of each hex-
ahedron h of the first column, together with all its faces. Third column:
3D binary image encoding the hexahedron h(v1, . . . , v8) and its faces.
1 is at position v1+···+v88
Table 5 (Color online) First column: List of 10 out of 22 types of
hexahedra h(v1, . . . , v8) described in Definition 2.e. Second column:
Grayscale image corresponding to the ECM representation of each hex-
ahedron h of the first column, together with all its faces. Third column:
3D binary image encoding the hexahedron h(v1, . . . , v8) and its faces.
1 is at position v1+···+v88
Fig. 3 Replacing each non-planar face in p(v, v1, v2, v3),  = 1, 3, 4
by an edge and two triangle faces
3.1 Computing P(I) Via Its ExtendedCubeMap (ECM)
Representation
In this subsection, we will see how the well-composed poly-
hedral complex P(I ) over a picture I is computed via
its ExtendedCubeMap representation, which consists of a
grayscale image gP : DP → Z, a bijection h P : DP → P(I )
and a set BP of structuring elements providing both geo-
metric information and boundary face relations between the
cells of P(I ). We recall now the formal definition of ECM
representation of P(I ).
First, recall that given a 3D grayscale image g : Z3 → Z,
a structuring element is a grayscale image b : Db ⊂ Z3 → Z
defined on a certain domain Db, with o = (0, 0, 0) ∈ Db;
the structuring element b is said to fit around a point p ∈ Z3
(with respect to g) if, for any q ∈ Db, g(p + q) = b(q).
Definition 3 [5] An ExtendedCubeMap (ECM) representa-
tion of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a
picture I is a triple EP = (gP , BP , h P ) where:
– h P : DP → P(I ) is a bijective function, for a certain
domain DP ⊂ Z3 with as many points as cells in P(I ).
For each cell σ , the point pσ = h−1P (σ ) encodes σ .
– gP : Z3 → {−1, 0, 1, 2, 3} is a 3D grayscale image, such
that:
– gP(p) is the dimension of h P (p) for p ∈ DP ;
– gP(p) = −1 for p ∈ Z3\DP .
– BP is the set of structuring elements {b : Db ⊂ Z3 →
Z} shown in Fig. 5 (modulo reflections and 90-degree
rotations) satisfying that for any -cell σ ∈ P(I ), there
exists a single structuring element bσ : Dσ → Z in BP ,
with o = (0, 0, 0) ∈ Dσ and bσ (o) = , such that:
– bσ fits around pσ .
– A point p ∈ Z3 encodes an ( − 1)-face of σ if and
only if p − pσ ∈ Dσ and bσ (p − pσ ) =  − 1.
Examples of the grayscale image gP : DP → Z3 are illus-
trated in the second column of all the tables of the paper. The
values of gP , which coincide with the values of the dimension
of the cells, are represented by colors: blue for 0-cells, red
for 1-cells, green for 2-cells and black for 3-cells. Besides,
Fig. 5 shows the set BP of structuring elements needed to
compute the points in DP encoding the boundary cells of
any cell in P(I ).
Before explaining how to construct the ECM representa-
tion of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a
picture I , we need to introduce the following technical def-
initions. The S-block S(p), centered at point p ∈ 2Z3, is
defined as follows (see Fig. 6):
– S0((4i + 2, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2)) = {(4i + 2 ± t1, 4 j + 2 ±
t2, 4k + 2 ± t3)}t1,t2,t3∈{0,1}.
– S1((4i + 2, 4 j + 2, 4k)) = {(4i + 2 ± t1, 4 j + 2 ±
t2, 4k)}t1,t2∈{0,1};
In analogous way, S1((4i+2, 4 j, 4k+2)) and S1((4i, 4 j+
2, 4k + 2)) can be defined;
– S2((4i + 2, 4 j, 4k)) = {(4i + 2 ± t, 4 j, 4k)}t∈{0,1};
In analogous way, S2((4i, 4 j+2, 4k)) and S2((4i, 4 j, 4k+
2)) can be defined;
– S3((4i, 4 j, 4k)) = {(4i, 4 j, 4k)}.
In Fig. 6b, the S-blocks centered at the points encoding
-cells incident to p are shown. In the sequel, sometimes
we will omit the subindex and write S-block instead of S-
block. Notice that the S-blocks are disjoint sets and that Z3 =⊔
p∈2Z3 S(p). Also notice that given a point p ∈ E0, the S-
blocks S(q) centered at points q ∈ N≤2(p) are subsets of
N≤2(p).
Now, we recall the method explained in [5] that is per-
formed on the binary image J = (Z3, FJ ) encoding Q(I ),
mids; d four critical faces are replaced by polyhedra of type p1(. . . );
e the other critical edges are replaced by polyhedra of type p2(. . . ); f
each voxel is replaced by a hexahedron of type h2(. . . )
Fig. 4 Critical configuration of two cubes sharing an edge: a each 
critical vertex is replaced by a size-2 cube; b the shared critical edge is 
replaced by a size-2 cube; c the other critical edges are replaced by pyra-
Fig. 5 (Color online) Set BP of structuring elements (modulo reflec-
tions and 90◦ rotations) for computing boundary face relations (see [5]):
three structuring elements for the boundary of a 1-cell (first row); five
structuring elements for the boundary of a 2-cell (second row); eight
structuring elements for the boundary of a 3-cell (third and fourth rows)
Fig. 6 (Color online) a Voxel colors on N≤2(p) of the canonical ECM
representation of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a
picture I composed by eight cubes sharing a common vertex p. b The
different types of S-blocks,  = 0, 1, 2, 3, have been spaced for a better
visualization
to directly construct a map gP : Z3 → Z (by “coloring” the
S-blocks centered at critical cells in Q(I )) and a set DP of
points in Z3. In [5, Proc. 2] we showed that, the one-to-one
correspondence h P : DP → P(I ) can be univocally defined
given the points in DP and the cells in the well-composed
polyhedral complex P(I ) over the picture I . Besides, in [5,
Proposition 4] we showed that for each point p ∈ DP with
gP(p) ≥ 1, exactly one of the structuring elements in BP
given in Fig. 5 fits around p. This way, the set (gP , BP , h P )
obtained after applying Procedure 1 is the ECM represen-
tation EP of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I )
over the picture I .
Procedure 1 [5] Computing the ECM representation of the
well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I .
INPUT: The 3D binary image J = (Z3, FJ ) encoding
the cubical complex Q(I ) and the set R ⊂ FJ of critical
vertices of Q(I ).
OUTPUT: The grayscale image gP and the set DP .
Fig. 7 (Color online) Top row A pyramid k(v,w); a point-based pic-
ture of the values of gP for the cells of the pyramid; a voxel-based
picture of the values of gP . Bottom row set of structuring elements
(modulo 90◦ rotations) that can be applied
Initialize DP := FJ and gP(p) :=  if p is an -cell in
FJ and gP(p) := −1 otherwise.
For each p ∈ R:
For each q ∈ N≤2(p) ∩ FJ :
For each s ∈ S(q):
Set gP(s) to 3 if s = q;
Set gP(s) to 2 if s ∈ N 16 (q) ∩ S(q);
Set gP(s) to 1 if s ∈ N 112(q) ∩ S(q);
Set gP(s) to 0 if s ∈ N 18 (q) ∩ S(q).
Add s to DP .
Notice that if q encodes an -critical cell in Q(I ), then all
the points in S(q) are colored.
Concerning time and space complexity of Procedure 1,
observe that if I has n points in its foreground, then FJ has
at most (8+12+6+1)n = 27n points, and the set R can have
at most 8n points (which is the number of critical vertices in
Q(I ) in the worst case). Then, DP can have at most 9 ·27 ·8n
points since, in the worst case, we add to DP all the points in
S(q) (which are 9 at most) for all the points in N≤2(p)∩ FJ
(27 at most) for p ∈ R. Finally, the operation that assigns
a color to a point and set operations are considered constant
time. Then, worst-time complexity is O(9 · 27 · 8n).
For a better understanding of the concept of ECM rep-
resentation, observe Fig. 7 (top row) where, for a pyramid
k(v,w), both point-based and voxel-based pictures illustrate,
with colors, the values of the image gP overlapped with the
pyramid itself. All the structuring elements that provide the
boundary faces of each type of cell are depicted at the bottom
row.
3.2 3D Binary Images for Storing Well-Composed
Polyhedral Complexes over Pictures
Now, we will show that geometric and topological infor-
mation of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I )
over a picture I can be stored just by a 3D binary image
L = (Z3, FL) being FL = DP , in such a way that neither
grayscale image gP nor set of structuring elements BP are
needed. We will say then that L encodes P(I ).
For the sake of brevity we will identify the cells of P(I )
with the points that encode them. Notice that all the coor-
dinates used for encoding the cubical complex Q(I ) as a 3D
binary image were even coordinates. Now, odd coordinates
will also be needed to encode boundary cells of the polyhe-
dra that have been added to P(I ) to replace the critical cells
in Q(I ). We denote:
– O0 = {(2i + 1, 2 j + 1, 2k + 1)}i, j,k∈Z;
– O1 = {(2i, 2 j + 1, 2k + 1), (2i + 1, 2 j, 2k + 1), (2i +
1, 2 j + 1, 2k)}i, j,k∈Z;
– O2 = {(2i, 2 j, 2k + 1), (2i, 2 j + 1, 2k), (2i + 1, 2 j ,
2k)}i, j,k∈Z.
Another notation that will be useful in the sequel is the
one of the sets E(p), F(p), C(p), defined as follows:
– If p ∈ E1, then E(p) = N 26 (p) ∩ E0 consists of the
two endpoints of the size-4 edge p. For example, if p =
(4i, 4 j +2, 4k +2), then E(p) = {(4i ±2, 4 j +2, 4k +
2)}.
– If p ∈ E2, then F(p) = N 212(p) ∩ E0 consists of the four
corner points of the size-4 square face p. For example, if
p = (4i, 4 j, 4k +2), then F(p) = {(4i ±2, 4 j ±2, 4k +
2)}.
– If p ∈ E3, then C(p) = N 28 (p) consists of the eight
corner points of the size-4 cube p. This way, if p = (4i,
4 j, 4k), then C(p) = {(4i ± 2, 4 j ± 2, 4k ± 2)}.
In [7, Proposition 2], we proved that, for each point p ∈
DP , we can identify the cell of P(I ) encoded by examining
the type of coordinates of p and the configuration of points
in the neighborhood N≤2(p), showing that color information
stored in gp is redundant. Now, Proposition 1 improves that
result since it provides a characterization of each type of
polyhedron p of P(I ) in terms of the neighborhoods N≤1(q)
of specific values q ∈ N≤2(p), depending on the coordinates
of p, what will allow to obviate a big part of information
stored, as we will see later.
Proposition 1 Let L = (Z3, FL) be the 3D binary image
encoding the polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I . The
polyhedron that a given point p ∈ FL encodes can be char-
acterized as follows:
(a) If p ∈ E0 : p is the size-2 cube c(p) described in Defi-
nition 2.b iff N≤1(p) ⊆ FL.
(b) If p ∈ E1:
– p is the pyramid k(· · · ) described in Definition 2.c
iff N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for exactly one of the two points
q ∈ E(p);
– p is the size-2 cube c(p) described in Definition 2.b
iff N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for the two points q ∈ E(p).
(c) If p ∈ E2:
– p is the polyhedron p1(· · · ), described in Defini-
tion 2.d iff N≤1(q) ⊆ FL, for exactly one of the four
points q ∈ F(p);
– p is the polyhedron p(· · · ),  = 2, 3, described in
Definition 2.d iff N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for exactly two of the
four points q ∈ F(p). In fact,  = 2 if the distance
between the two points is 4, and  = 3 otherwise;
– p is the polyhedron p4(· · · ) described in Defini-
tion 2.d iff N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for exactly three of the
four points q ∈ F(p).
– p is a size-2 cube iff p ∈ E2 and N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for
the four points q ∈ F(p).
(d) If p ∈ E3 : p is one of the 22 hexahedra listed in Defini-
tion 2.e. In fact,
– p is the voxel described in Definition 2.a iff none of
the eight points q ∈ C(p) satisfy that N≤1(q) ⊆ FL.
– p is one of the 20 hexahedra listed in Tables 4 and 5 iff
at least one and no more than seven points q ∈ C(p)
satisfy that N≤1(q) ⊆ FL. The specific hexahedron
that encodes p is determined by the number and rel-
ative position of the points q ∈ C(p) satisfying that
N≤1(q) ⊆ FL;
– p is a size-2 cube iff all the eight points q ∈ C(p)
satisfy that N≤1(q) ⊆ FL.
Now, we review the coordinate types of the faces of all the
polyhedra described in Definition 2.
Proposition 2 Let L = (Z3, FL) be the 3D binary image
encoding the polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I .
Then, the -cells of P(I ), for  = 0, 1, 2, are encoded by
either points in O or in E.
In [5], the ( − 1)-faces of a given -cell p ∈ FL were
obtained by running over the set BP of 121 structuring
elements listed in Fig. 5 (mod reflections and 90 degree
rotations) and looking for the ones that fitted around p. The
following procedure computes the (−1)-faces of p without
making use of the set BP .
Procedure 2 (Proposition 3 in [7]) Computing the ( − 1)–
faces of a given cell p ∈ FL.
INPUT: The 3D binary image L = (Z3, FL) encoding the
well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture
I and a cell p ∈ FL.
OUTPUT: The ( − 1)-faces of p.
For each q ∈ N 16 (p) do:
If q ∈ FL ∩ O−1, then q is an ( − 1)-face of p.
Fig. 8 (Color online) On
top-left, a naive example of the
well-composed polyhedral
complex P(I ) over a picture I
(where vertex v0 has coordinates
(2, 2, 2)). On top-right, the
grayscale image of its ECM
codification. Color illustrates
the dimension of the cell. On
bottom, the 3D binary image L
encoding P(I ) seen as a set of
binary matrices. Notice that
values on the i-axis correspond
to rows, j-axis to columns and
k-axis to sequences of matrices.
The set of points in the
foreground of the minimal























































































































If q /∈ FL, then
If q ′ = p + 2(q − p) ∈ FL ∩ E−1, then q ′ is an
( − 1)-face of p;
Else,
If there exists q ′′ ∈ FL ∩ N 18 (q) ∩ E−1 or
q ′′ ∈ FL ∩ N 112(q) ∩ E−1, then q ′′ is an
( − 1)-face of p.
Observe that Procedure 2 describes, in fact, the way to
obtain all of structuring elements in Fig. 5. Figure 7 shows an
example of a polyhedron together with the set of structuring
elements describing the ( − 1)-faces of each cell involved.
Procedure 2 provides those configurations.
Finally, the worst-time complexity of Procedure 2 is O(6 ·
5), which is constant, since for each q ∈ N 16 (p) we have to
check at most 5 if-conditions and an -cell p ∈ FL can have
at most six ( − 1)-faces.
The following result guarantees that neither grayscale
image, nor structuring elements are needed and, hence, stor-
ing just the 3D binary image L = (Z3, FL) is enough to
retrieve both geometric and topological information of P(I ).
Theorem 1 The 3D binary image L = (Z3, FL), encoding
the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture
I , provides geometric information of all the cells in P(I ) as
well as their boundary face relations.
Now, we go further and define the minimal encoding of
the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I
showing that just storing one point per polyhedron is enough
to recover geometric and topological information of P(I ).
Definition 4 A 3D binary image M = (Z3, FM ) is a minimal
encoding of a 3D well-composed polyhedral complex P(I )
over a picture I , if FM is composed of all the points in FL
encoding a polyhedron.
In Fig. 8, a small example of a well-composed polyhedral
complex P(I ) over a picture I is shown together with its
codification under the form of a 3D binary image L given as
a set of matrices. The set of points in FM (the foreground of
the minimal codification of P(I )) are the underlined ones.
Observe that FM is composed of just 15 points that corre-
spond to the 15 polyhedra that form P(I ). On the other hand,
FL (the foreground of L) is composed of 139 points.
Now, we show how to compute the minimal encoding
of P(I ), directly from the 3D binary image J = (Z3, FJ )
encoding the cubical complex Q(I ). For this aim, critical
vertices have to be detected using the critical structuring ele-
ments (modulo reflections and 90-degree rotations) shown in
Fig. 2 under their binary form. Notice that, in P(I ), each cell
comes either from a cube (of the initial cubical complex) or
from a polyhedra replacing a critical cell.
Procedure 3 Computing the minimal encoding M = (Z3,
FM ) of the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a
picture I .
INPUT: The 3D binary image J = (Z3, FJ ) encoding
the cubical complex Q(I ) and the set R ⊂ FJ of critical
vertices of Q(I ).
OUTPUT: The 3D binary image M = (Z3, FM ).
Initially, FM := FJ ∩ E3.
For each point p ∈ R do:
Add p to FM .
Add to FM the points of the set E1 ∩ N 26 (p) ∩ FJ .
Add to FM the points of the set E2 ∩ N 212(p) ∩ FJ .
Suppose I has n points. Then, FJ has at most 27n points
and R at most 8n. Since FM ⊂ FJ then FM has at most 27n
points. Besides, worst-time complexity is O(8n), since we
assume that adding points to a set can be done in constant
time. Notice that the computation of the set R is also linear.
Proposition 3 The result of applying Procedure 3 to the 3D
binary image J = (Z3, FJ ) encoding the cubical complex
Q(I ) is a minimal encoding of P(I ).
In the following procedure, we show how to retrieve the
3D binary image L = (Z3, FL) encoding the well-composed
polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I from the minimal
encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of P(I ).
Procedure 4 Computing the 3D binary image L = (Z3, FL)
from the minimal encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of the well-
composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I .
INPUT: The minimal encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of P(I ).
OUTPUT: A 3D binary image L = (Z3, FL).
For each p ∈ FM do:
1. Add to FL the points in the block S(p).
2. If p ∈ E1, let v,w denote the vertices in E(p).
Then:
2.1 If E(p) ∩ FM = {v}, add to FL
the vertex w.
3. If p ∈ E2, let v, v1, v2, v3 denote the vertices in F(p)
(with relative positions as shown in Table 3). Then:
3.1 If F(p)∩ FM = {v}, add to FL the vertex v3 and
the edges v1+v32 and
v2+v3
2 .
3.2 If F(p) ∩ FM = {v, v1}, add to FL the edge
v2+v3
2 .
4. If p ∈ E3, let vi , i = 1 . . . 8 denote the vertices in
C(p). Then:
4.1 For each vertex vi in C(p), do:
If vi /∈ FM , add vi to FL .
4.2 For each pair of vertices {vi , v j } ⊂ C(p), do:
If {vi , v j } ∩ FM = ∅ and vi +v j2 ∈ E1, add
vi +v j
2 to FL .
4.3 For each set of vertices {vi , v j , vk, v} ⊂ C(p),
do:
If {vi , v j , vk, v} ∩ FM = ∅ and the point
vi +v j +vk+v
4 ∈ E2, add vi +v j +vk+v4 to FL .
Suppose I has n points. Then, FM has at most 27n points
and FL at most (1 + 6 + 12 + 8)27n (each polyhedron has
at most 6 faces, 12 edges and 8 vertices). For analyzing time
complexity, first observe that there are at most 27n points
in FM . For each of them, we have to add points to FM and
evaluate at most (Step 4) (8 + (82
) + (84
)) if-conditions, that
we assume we can do in constant time. Then, worst-time
complexity is O(107n).
The following one is the main result of the paper, which
demonstrates that just storing one point per polyhedron of
P(I ) is enough to recover geometric and topological infor-
mation of P(I ).
Theorem 2 Having a minimal encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of
the well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture
I as input of Procedure 4, the output is the 3D binary image
L = (Z3, FL) that encodes P(I ).
The following statement is a direct consequence of Propo-
sition 3.
Proposition 4 The points of a minimal encoding M =
(Z3, FM ) of P(I ) lie in 2Z3, that is, FM ⊂ 2Z3.
Consequently, we could divide by 2 the coordinates of the
points in FM before storing the 3D binary image M . Besides,
sparse matrix compression techniques could also be used.
4 Computing the Set of 2-Cells in ∂ P(I) from the
Minimal Encoding of P(I)
In this section, we provide an algorithm to compute a 3D
binary image encoding the boundary surface of the well-
composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I . Recall
that ∂ P(I ) is composed of the 2-cells of P(I ) which are faces
of exactly one 3-cell in P(I ), together with all its faces.
First, in the following proposition we give a very simple
condition to detect if a 2-cell of P(I ) belongs to ∂ P(I ) or
not.
Proposition 5 Let P(I ) be the well-composed polyhedral
complex P(I ) over a picture I encoded by the 3D binary
image L = (Z3, FL). Then, a 2-cell p ∈ FL belongs to
∂ P(I ) if and only if p satisfies one of the following “boundary
conditions”:
(1) p = (4i +2, 4 j, 4k) ∈ E2, p+d /∈ FL and p+2d /∈ FL
for some d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0)}.
Analogous conditions apply for p = (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k)
(with d ∈ {(0,±1, 0)}) and p = (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2) (with
d ∈ {(0, 0,±1}).
(2) p = (2i + 1, 2 j, 2k) ∈ O2 and p + d /∈ FL for some
d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0)}.
Analogous conditions apply for p = (2i, 2 j + 1, 2k)
(with d ∈ {(0,±1, 0)}) and p = (2i, 2 j, 2k + 1) (with
d ∈ {(0, 0,±1)}).
Procedure 5 computes a 3D binary image H = (Z3, FH )
encoding the 2−cells in ∂ P(I ) directly from the mini-
mal encoding of P(I ). Let D = {(±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0),
(0, 0,±1)}.
Procedure 5 Computing the 3D binary image H =(Z3, FH )
encoding the 2-cells of ∂ P(I ).
INPUT: The minimal encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of the
well-composed polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture
I .
OUTPUT: A 3D binary image H = (Z3, FH ).
For each point p ∈ FM , do:
If p ∈ E3, p + 2d /∈ FM and p + 4d /∈ FM for some
d ∈ D, add p + 2d to FH .
If p ∈ E2 then:
If p = (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k) and p + 2d /∈ FM for
some d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0)}, add p + d to FH .
If p = (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k) and p + 2d /∈ FM for
some d ∈ {(0,±1, 0)}, add p + d to FH .
If p = (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2) and p + 2d /∈ FM for
some d ∈ {(0, 0,±1}, add p + d to FH .
If p ∈ E1 then:
If p = (4i +2, 4 j +2, 4k) and p+2d /∈ FM for
some d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0)}, add p + d to
FH .
If p = (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k + 2) and p + 2d /∈ FM ,
for some d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0), (0, 0,±1)}, add p+d
to FH .
If p = (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2) and p + 2d /∈ FM ,
for some d ∈ {(0,±1, 0), (0, 0,±1)}, add p+d
to FH .
If p ∈ E0 and p + 2d /∈ FM , for some d ∈ D, add
p + d to FH .
Suppose I has n points then FM has at most 27n points
and FH at most 6 · 27n points since each polyhedron has at
most 6 faces. For analyzing time complexity, observe that for
each point in FM we have to evaluate 6 if-conditions at most.
Then, worst-time complexity is O(6 · 27n).
Proposition 6 The result of applying Procedure 5 to the
minimal encoding M = (Z3, FM ) of the well-composed
polyhedral complex P(I ) over a picture I is a 3D binary
image H = (Z3, FH ) that encodes the 2-cells of ∂ P(I ).
Proof If p ∈ E3, we add to FH all the size-4 square faces
p + 2d, of a voxel p in Q(I ), that are not critical cells (since
p +2d /∈ FM ) and are in the boundary since p +2d satisfies
the first boundary condition in Proposition 5.
If p ∈ E2, p is a polyhedron of type p(· · · ). Let
i, j, k ∈ Z. Suppose, without loss of generality, that p =
(4i + 2, 4 j, 4k). Then, both quadrangular faces that might
be in ∂ P(I ) are p + d ∈ O2, with d ∈ {(±1, 0, 0)}. The one
satisfying the second boundary condition in Proposition 5 is
added to FH .
If p ∈ E1, p is either a pyramid or a size-2 cube. Suppose,
without loss of generality, that p = (4i + 2, 4 j + 2, 4k).
Either the triangular faces of the pyramid or the square faces
of the cube that are parallel to the edge given by E(p), are
those p +d ∈ O2 that are added to FH when they satisfy the
second boundary condition in Proposition 5. Notice that in
the case of the size-2 cube, the other two square faces cannot
lie in ∂ P(I ).
If p ∈ E0, p is a size-2 cube and a square face p + d is
added whenever p + d ∈ O2 satisfies the second boundary
condition in Proposition 5. unionsq
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have made important progress on the com-
putational treatment of the codification system developed in
[5] to store and deal with well-composed polyhedral com-
plexes over pictures. These complexes may have applications
in the context of 3D visualization as well as 3D printing due
to the development of a mathematical 3D model of objects
whose boundary surface is a manifold while the storage
system allows a quick access to the cells and boundary rela-
tions between them. These applications constitute a possible
research line in future. Besides, it could be interesting to
explore the extension of the construction of well-composed
polyhedral complexes over pictures to higher dimensions.
Finally, the development of a homology computation algo-
rithm adapted to these type of complexes is also considered
as future work, such as, for example, the direct computation
of the homology of P(I ) via its minimal encoding or via the
encoding of the 2-cells of its boundary surface.
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Appendix: Proofs of the Main Results in the Paper
Proof of Proposition 1 Let us prove the statements case by
case.
(a) A size-2 cube c(p) is centered at p ∈ E0 has its faces
encoded by their barycenters, all of them in N≤1(p) ⊆
FL . See Table 3b.2. Conversely, if N≤1(p) ⊆ FL for
p ∈ E0, then p was a critical vertex in Q(I ) and, hence,
it encodes a size-2 cube c(p) ∈ P(I ).
(b) If p ∈ E1 then p = v+w2 for {v,w} = E(p) ⊂ E0.
– If p is a pyramid k(v,w), then, by construction, v (but
not w) is the center of a size-2 cube (see Table 3c.1).
Conversely, if N≤1(q) ⊆ FL for exactly one of the
two points q ∈ E(p), then q (and not the other point
q ′ ∈ E(p)) was a critical vertex in Q(I ) and, hence,
a size-2 cube is centered at q (but not at q ′) in P(I ),
what means that p is a pyramid.
– p is a size-2 cube iff both points in E(p) are size-2
cubes, that is, iff they were critical vertices in Q(I ).
(c) If p ∈ E2 is one of the polyhedra p(v, v1, v2, v3),  =
1, 2, 3, 4, then F(p) = {v, v1, v2, v3} forms a size-
4 square face s being p the barycenter of s. Besides,
v, v1, v2 and/or v3 (but not all) are the centers of size-2
cubes (see Table 3{d,e,f,g}.1). The number and relative
positions of the points q in F(p) such that N≤1(q) ⊆ FL
give rise to the different polyhedra p(v, v1, v2, v3),  =
1, 2, 3, 4. Conversely, if some points q in F(p) satisfy
that N≤1(q) ⊆ FL , they corresponded to critical vertices
in Q(I ) what leads to the construction of the polyhedra
p(v, v1, v2, v3),  = 1, 2, 3, 4. Finally, p is a size-2
cube iff all the points in F(p) are size-2 cubes, that is,
iff they were critical vertices in Q(I ).
(d) The hexahedra h(v1, . . . , v8),  = 1, . . . , 22 (where
vertices v1, . . . , v8 ∈ E0 form a voxel c), is encoded
by p = v1+···+v88 , (i.e., the barycenter of c). So, if p is
one of those hexahedra, then, necessarily, {v1, . . . , v8} =
C(p). Besides:
– p is one of the 20 hexahedra listed in the first column
of Tables 4 and 5 if a subset of at least one and no
more than seven points W ⊂ C(p) are the center of
a size-2 cube. Then, for any q ∈ W, N≤1(q) ⊆ FL ;
– otherwise, p is a size-4 cube if W = ∅ and it is a
size-2 cube if W = C(p).
Conversely, if there is a subset of points W ⊆ C(p)
satisfying N≤1(q) ⊆ FL , they corresponded to critical
vertices in Q(I ), what leads to the construction of each
of the 22 hexahedra.
or in E. In fact, we will provide a description of their coor-
dinates.
– The size-2 cube centered at a point p ∈ 2Z3 has square
faces in N 16 (p) ⊂ O2, edges in N 112(p) ⊂ O1 and ver-
tices in N 18 (p) ⊂ O0.
– The size-4 cube centered at a point p ∈ 4Z3 has square
faces in N 26 (p) ⊂ E2, edges in N 212(p) ⊂ E1 and vertices
in N 28 (p) ⊂ E0.
– The four triangle faces of the pyramid p = (4i, 4 j +
2, 4k +2) are {(4i, 4 j +2±1, 4k +2), (4i, 4 j +2, 4k +
2 ± 1)} ⊂ O2 (see green voxels in Table 3c.2). If v =
(4i − 2, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2) is the point in E(p) ⊂ E0 for
which N≤1(v) ⊂ FL , then w = (4i + 2, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2)
is the apex of the pyramid. The four edges of p incident
to w are {(4i, 4 j + 2 ± 1, 4k + 2 ± 1)} ⊂ O1.
Cases p = (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k + 2) and p = (4i + 2, 4 j +
2, 4k) are analogous.
– The polyhedron p(v, v1, v2, v3),  = 1, 2, 3, 4, encoded
by p = (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2), has two quadrangle faces
{(4i, 4 j, 4k + 2 ± 1)} ⊂ O2.
– For p1(v, v1, v2, v3), if v = (4i − 2, 4 j − 2, 4k + 2)
is the vertex in F(p) ⊂ E0 for which N≤1(v) ⊂ FL ,
then the vertex v3 (see Table 3d.1) is (4i + 2, 4 j +
2, 4k + 2) and the size-4 edges (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2)
and (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k + 2).
– For p2(v, v1, v2, v3), if v = (4i − 2, 4 j − 2, 4k + 2)
and v1 = (4i − 2, 4 j + 2, 4k + 2) are the vertices in
F(p) ⊂ E0 for which N≤1(v) ⊂ FL , then the size-4
edge (see Table 3e.1) is (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k + 2).
Cases in which p(v, v1, v2, v3) is encoded by p = (4i +
2, 4 j, 4k) and p = (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k) are analogous.
– For each of the 20 hexahedra h(v1, . . . , v8) shown in
Tables 4 and 5, encoded by p = (4i, 4 j, 4k) the vertices
w1, . . . , w8 are {(4i ± 1, 4 j ± 1, 4k ± 1)} ⊂ O0, such
that, for example, if v = (4i + 2, 4 j − 2, 4k + 2) then
w = (4i + 1, 4 j − 1, 4k + 1). A size-4 square face of
h(v1, . . . , v8) is encoded by a point q ∈ E2 ∩ N 26 (p)
with N≤1(q) ∩ FL = {q}, a size-4 edge is encoded by
a point q ∈ E1 ∩ N 212(p) with N≤1(q) ∩ FL = {q} and
a vertex not shared with a pyramid or a size-2 cube is
encoded by a point q ∈ C(p) with N≤1(q) ∩ FL =
{q}. For example, in the second case (second row) in
Table 4, if v1 = (4i − 2, 4 j − 2, 4k − 2) and v2 =
(4i − 2, 4 j + 2, 4k − 2), are the vertices in C(p) ⊂ E0
for which N≤1(vi ) ⊂ FL , then the two size-4 square
faces are (4i + 2, 4 j, 4k) and (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2); the size-4
edges are (4i +2, 4 j ±2, 4k),(4i +2, 4 j, 4k ±2), (4i −
2, 4 j, 4k + 2), (4i, 4 j ± 2, 4k + 2); and the vertices not
shared with a pyramid or a size-2 cube are (4i + 2, 4 j ±
2, 4k + 2).
Proof of Proposition 2 We run over all the polyhedra and 
check that their faces are all encoded by either points in O
Notice that, for each polyhedron different to the cubes, some
of their faces have not been explicitly given since they have
been described before as part of another polyhedron. unionsq
Proof of Theorem 1 Proposition 1 guarantees that all the
polyhedra and their faces can be univocally identified by
the type of coordinates and neighboring information in DP .
Besides, Procedure 2 provides a method to retrieve the (−1)-
faces of a given -cell, so the binary image L = (Z3, FL)
can properly encode the well-composed polyhedral complex
P(I ) over a picture I . unionsq
Proof of Proposition 3 First, notice that the color operation
accomplished in Procedure 1, to obtain the ECM represen-
tation of P(I ), sets gP(p) = 3 whenever p is a critical cell
(i.e., a cell incident to a critical vertex). Given a critical vertex
p ∈ FJ ∩ E0, incident edges would lie in E1 ∩ N 26 (p) ∩ FJ
and incident square faces in E2 ∩ N 212(p) ∩ FJ . Geometri-
cally, each critical cell is replaced by a specific polyhedron
within the ones listed in Definition 2. This way, any polyhe-
dron of P(I ) is encoded by: (1) a point p ∈ E3; or (2) a point
p ∈ E, 0 ≤  ≤ 2, if p encodes a critical -cell of Q(I ). unionsq
Proof of Theorem 2 By definition, the points p ∈ FM are
encoding all the polyhedra in P(I ). We have to prove that
Procedure 4 can retrieve all the points in FL encoding faces
of such polyhedron.
– If p ∈ FM ∩ E0, then p is a size-2 cube and its faces are
encoded in N≤1(p) = S0(p), which have been added to
FL in Step 1.
– If p ∈ FM ∩ E1, let v,w denote the two points in E(p).
Then,
– If E(p) ∩ FM = {v}, then p is the pyramid k(v,w)
shown in Table 3c.1. (first case of Proposition 1.b),
the block S1(p) added contains the triangular faces
of the pyramid and the vertex w is added in Step 2.1.
The square face and its faces are added together with
the block S0(v) (Step 1).
– If E(p)∩FM = E(p), then p is a size-2 cube (second
case of Proposition 1.b) and points in S1(p) encode
the faces that are parallel to the edge formed by the
points in E(p). The rest of the faces are encoded as
part of the corresponding blocks S0(v) and S0(w).
– If p ∈ FM ∩E2, let v, v1, v2, v3 denote the four points in
F(p). Then, the quadrangular faces are added with the
blocks S2(p) in Step 1.
– If F(p) ∩ FM = {v}, then p is the polyhedron
p1(v, v1, v2, v3) shown in Table 3d.1, according to
the first case of Proposition 1.c. Then in Step 3.1,
the vertex v3 is encoded, as well as the edge between
vertices v1 and v3 and the one between v2 and v3,
which are the only faces that had not been encoded
in previous steps.
– If F(p) ∩ FM = {v, v1}, then p is the polyhedron
p2(v, v1, v2, v3) (shown in Table 3e.1) and in Step
3.2, the edge between v2 and v3 is added (the rest of
faces had been added in previous steps).
– If F(p) ∩ FM = {v, v3}, then p is the polyhedron
p3(v, v1, v2, v3) (shown in Table 3f.1) and its faces
have already been added.
– If F(p)∩ FM = {v, v1, v3}, then p is the polyhedron
p4(v, v1, v2, v3) shown in Table 3g.1, corresponding
to the forth case of Proposition 1.c and its faces have
already been added.
– If p ∈ FM ∩ E3, let C(p) = {v1, . . . , v8}. Then p is
one of the 22 hexahedra given in Definition 2, that is
p is either one of the 20 hexahedra listed in the first
column of Tables 4 and 5, or a size-4 cube or a size-
2 cube, depending on the number and relative positions
of the critical vertices in C(p). In each case, Step 4.1
adds the vertices of the hexahedra that are not critical
vertices (though some of them could have been added
before as apex of a pyramid); Step 4.2 adds the possible
edges between these vertices; and Step 4.3 adds the pos-
sible square faces between them. The rest of the faces are
part of other polyhedra and have already been added in
previous steps. unionsq
Proof of Theorem 5 Let i, j, k ∈ Z. For p ∈ FL , we con-
sider the two possible cases:
– p ∈ E2. Without loss of generality, suppose that p =
(4i + 2, 4 j, 4k). Then, p is a size-4 square face iff
N≤1(p) ∩ FL = {p} and it will lie on ∂ P(I ) if
p+(2, 0, 0) = (4i +4, 4 j, 4k) /∈ FL and p−(2, 0, 0) =
(4i, 4 j, 4k) ∈ FL or viceversa.
– p ∈ O2. The 2-cells that might be in the boundary
complex are those in the boundary of the polyhedra
in Table 3. There are several cases: (1) p is in the
square face of a size-2 cube centered for example in
(4i+2, 4 j+2, 4k+2), say p = (4i+2, 4 j+2, 4k+1); or
(2) p is a triangular face of a pyramid (4i, 4 j +2, 4k+2),
say p = (4i, 4 j + 2, 4k + 1); or (3) p is one of the quad-
rangular faces of a polyhedron q = (4i, 4 j, 4k + 2), say
p = (4i, 4 j, 4k + 1). Then, in any of the three cases,
p ∈ ∂ P(I ) iff p + d /∈ FL for the right direction d. unionsq
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